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THE ADDITIVE INVERSE EIGENVALUE PROBLEM

AND TOPOLOGICAL DEGREE

J. C. ALEXANDER1

Abstract. A short proof using topological degree is given of the additive

inverse eigenvalue problem: The diagonal elements of any square complex

matrix can be altered so as to cause the altered matrix to have any

prescribed set of eigenvalues.

The (finite-dimensional) additive inverse eigenvalue problem is the follow-

ing. Given an n by n complex matrix M and a set of n complex numbers

£,, .. ., £„, possibly with repetitions, does there exist a diagonal matrix D

such that the eigenvalues of M + D are precisely £,, . . . , £„?

The answer is yes. In fact generically in £„ . . . , £„, there exist n\ such D,

and hence there are always between 1 and n\ solutions D. This problem

was solved by S. Friedland after some others had obtained various partial

solutions. He has given two proofs. The first [2] is completely algebraic and

the second [4] uses some powerful results from algebraic geometry. The

purpose of this note is to give a short proof using topological degree. Degree

theory is a standard tool for many analysts and the present proof may feel

closer to home. Also, the fact that the degree is nonzero allows the use of

methods developed by Kellogg, Li, and Yorke [5], [6] and Hirsch and Smale

(unpublished) to find the solutions numerically. See [1, Theorem 4.2]. It

should also be mentioned that Friedland has solved the multiplicative inverse

eigenvalue problem (where one tries to specify the eigenvalues of MD instead

of M + D), also using degree theory [3]. An elegant general reference for

degree theory is John Milnor's book [7].

We turn to the proof. Let t" + axt"~x + • ■ ■ + an be the monic poly-

nomial with roots I,, . . . , £„. We want the characteristic polynomial of

M + D to be p. Consider fM: C -* C defined by

fMiD) = iax,...,an)

if

det(i/ - (A/ + D)) = t" + axt"-x + • ■ ■ + an.

If M = 0, the zero matrix, and D has entries dx,d2, . .., d„, then
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fM(D) = (t-dx)(t-d2)---(t-dn).

It can be checked that eachfM is proper, that all/M are properly homotopic to

/0 and that/0 has degree n\. Th\xsfM also has degree n\. These details can be

checked, but we have chosen to proceed slightly differently by compactifying

the problem and using degree defined for closed compact manifolds rather

than work with proper maps.

Let complex projective space

C7>"={[«0,...,a„]|a,. EC, 2|«,|2^0},

where [a0, . . ., an] = [Aa0, . . ., Aa„] for any nonzero X G C. We identify

CP" with the space of all nonzero complex polynomials a0t" + axt"~x

+ • • • + a„ modulo scalar multiples. In particular we consider/? E CP". Let

D have entries dx, . . . , dn. One-point compactify each copy of C to a

Riemann sphere and consider d¡ E C U {00} = S2. We claim the map fi

extends to a map

f„: S2 X ■ ■ ■ X S2->CP".

n times

To see that/M extends, let M = (m^), and suppose dx is large. Then

_L _ Uhl _ ! ühi Obi
dx       dx dx dx

m2x t — m22 — d2     • • • m2n

M

/„(/>) = det

mn\ mnl *  *  ' ' - mnn~ dn

ECP".

Thus if dx (or more generally if any subset of the ¿/'s) goes to infinity, the

value oifM(D) approaches a limit in CP". Note that/M is complex analytic in

both M and D. Note also that if k of the d¡ are equal to infinity, then the

degree of the polynomial fM(D) is n — k. In particular, d¡ i= 00 for all / if

degree f„ (D) = n.

If M = 0, the topological degree of fM is well known to be w!. (Two sketch

proofs: (i) Treating S2 = QPX as nonzero linear polynomials, f0: (S2)" —>

CP" is multiplication of polynomials. For all factors fixed at 0 • t + 1 except

for one, say S,2, the map /0 is the inclusion of S2 = CP ' in CP". Hence the

generator of H2(CP") maps to the generator of H2(S2). Using the cup

product structures of H*(CP") and 77*((S2)"), we see H2"(CP")^

H2"((S2)") is multiplication by «!. (ii) Again treating /„: (S2)"^CP" as

multiplication of polynomials, it can be checked that a polynomial q(t) E

CP" is a regular value of p0 if and only if all its roots (/-,,..., rn) are distinct.

The preimage of q(t) is the n\ products

w - (r - r.) ...(/- n),
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where (/,,..., /„) is a permutation of (1, . . ., n). The local degree at each it

is 1, so the global degree is n\.) The map/M is homotopic to/0, so the degree

of fM is also n\. In particular, fM is surjective and so there exists D such that

Im(D) = p.
Moreover, by Sard's Theorem a generic set of q E CP" are regular values

of fM. The local degree of fM at each point in the inverse image of a regular q

is +1 since fM is complex analytic. Therefore fñ xiq) has n\ points if q is

regular. This completes the proof.
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